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ABSTRACT – The main purpose of this research is to determine the link between internal auditing quality and earnings management in Omani companies. In this research, a sample size of 80 was designated from two sectors (Industrial, and Service) in Muscat Securities Market (MSM) in Sultanate of Oman. The secondary data collected is examined with Smart PLS 3.0. The findings of the research show a positive link between internal audit quality and earnings management in both sectors (industrial and service). This finding indicates that the increase in audit quality will affect to enhance and improve the earning management in Omani listed firms.

INTRODUCTION

Earnings management findings from an estimate in financial reporting with the intent of either deceptive stakeholders about a firm’s profitability or may affect contractual outcomes that are based on accounting numbers (Putra, & Fitomela, 2019). Earnings management is an alternative that is used to manipulate profits are reported for certain purposes (Jordan, Clark, & Hames, 2010). Ronen and Yaari (2008) defined earnings management as “a collection of managerial decisions that result in not reporting the true short-term, value-maximizing earnings as known to management”. Earnings management leads to a higher necessity for auditors. An auditor is required to give assurance work that financial data can be reliable for making-decision. The significance of auditing revolves around how the earnings are disclosed in the company, and as we are aware in the previous and contemporary years, that income administration has spread widely around the world (Hashim, Ahmed & Huey, 2019; Ahmed, Alabdullah, Shaharudin, & Putri, 2020). Where agencies evaluated by using their overall performance in the quick-term and lengthy period linked to how they control their earnings (Hashim, Ries, & Huai, 2019; Ibrahim, Mansor & Ahmad, 2020). Consequently, the corporate governance mechanisms lie by enticing the auditor. The auditor should have labored high-quality management to minimize deceptive income (Alabdullah, & Ahmed, 2020; Flayyih et al., 2018). Earning administration is one of the most serious troubles going through company effectiveness. Poor management of earnings leads to loss of credibility of stakeholders or organization owners, and this leads to poor outcomes such as loss of confidence (Flayyih et al., 2018).

Auditing is the main factor in financial stability and trust and market confidence (Alabdullah, & Ahmed, 2020). The law gives auditors the responsibility to conduct statutory audits and play an important role in providing legal services opinions on whether the financial statements are true and fair (Nwoye, Anichebe & Osegbue, 2020). There are several scandals that interior audit and earnings administration organizations are uncovered to which lead unfold of accounting problems, which have failed to deal with corporations via the incorrect preference. Besides, as we have observed in the past and present-day years that income administration has unfolded extensively around the world. The firms are evaluated via their brief and lengthy-time period overall performance concerning how they manipulate their profits. Thus, the company governance mechanisms lie in the involvement of the auditor (Nwoye et al., 2020).

For example, WeWork of this organization suffered many losses. In 2016, the business enterprise generated $ 429 million in the income of $ 436 million, and the company’s losses lasted for years. In 2019, the employer declared financial ruin of $ 690 million, well worth $ 1.5 billion, and the purpose for these losses is that the employer used to be now not correctly managed (Jessica, 2020). Many organizations are no longer managing their income properly or tampering with their performance. Moreover, it led to the fall down of this business enterprise and different organizations to issues and criticisms of the inner audit and assumed that the researchers purpose to learn about the relationship, the great of income, and components of the companies (Jessica, 2020). Accrual accounting and evaluation suggest that large audit committees with larger independence are extra in all likelihood to correlate with the fantastic of earnings in industrial companies in the GCC (Ahmed, et al., 2020; Alabdullah, Ahmed & Abushammala 2020). Also, does the best of interior auditing contribute to limiting deceptive income in the workplace model (Hamdan, 2020).

Auditing is an important contributor to monetary constancy, re-establishment of the company, and market and consumer confidence (Alabdullah, & Ahmed, 2020). Also, whether or not the economic records and income introduced are actual or manipulative. The company accounting scandals in Oman have aroused its activity in auditing for their integrity and the exceptional of economic data (Nwoye et al., 2020). A quantity of research has clarified the relationship between audit exceptional and earnings administration in Oman. Based on that, a set of the problems, troubles, and doubts
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confronted of Oman, including: 1. Losing audit quality is one of its secondary goals to reveal its true profits. 2. The positive and negative impact of audits on companies and investors. 3. How to manage profits, divide benefits, and perform profit manipulation in insurance companies. 4. The effect of company size on earning management. 5. The corporate governance structure and the relationship of managers to investors has a great relationship with the quality of auditing and the method of disclosure of profits. 6. Lack of competence and experience with the audit committee on how to improve and manage companies' profits in Oman.

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In the early 1990s, company governance was once first introduced; And since that time, it has been used broadly till current years, the significance of the governance regulation lies in the correct compliance of organizations through the fine of interior auditing and its relevance to how companies are managed (Ahmed, Alabdollah, & Shaharudin, 2020; Flayyih, Ali, & Mohammed, 2018). This governance is carried out by using special mechanisms from one company to some other notwithstanding the existence of steady legal guidelines and regulations (Flayyih et al., 2018).

This study will focus on the previous studies in the last five years. The majority of studies found that the internal auditing quality impacts earnings management. For example, Elghuweel, Ntim, Opong, and Avison, (2017) examined the impact of internal audits on effective company governance in industrial banks in Oman. This study found a big positive relationship between internal audits and effective company governance. Gebrayel, Jarrar, Salloun, and Lefebvre, (2018) examined the impact of the audit committee and also the presence of internal audit operate on a company's money coverage quality. They mentioned that the inner audit operation is taken into account as a crucial company governance mechanism to safeguard the standard of economic coverage. In that, this will be via observance structure risks, assessing internal controls, and detective work doable manipulation as a result of the inner auditor evaluates money procedures. However, results counsel that the connection between different company governance mechanisms and money coverage quality isn't important. Alareeni, (2018) they have study the considers of information for listed firms in GCC countries to decide whether or not firms apply earnings management (EM). Further, they examine the impact of a group of firm-specific characteristics (company size, advantage, and losses) on EM practices. The results of the study are also of interest to completely different components like auditors, banks, credit establishments, and every one budget users generally.

Further, it helps governments in setting rules and procedures to safeguard the interest of shareholders in GCC countries. Since it offers a transparent image of the sort of EM practices in GCC countries. Alhebri, and Al-Duais, (2020) examined the step-up earnings management (AEM) and real earnings management (REM) in family businesses (FB) in the Asian country. Current literature indicates that the dominant shareholdings during business surroundings weak to shield investors confiscate minority rights. The results thus indicate that earnings declared in Saudi family businesses’ monetary statements square measure less reliable. Regulators and policy manufacturers ought to think about the findings, that family-controlled corporation's square measure able to manipulate earnings. Sanad, Shiwakoti, and Kukreja, (2019) examine four audit committee characteristics together with the audit committee independence, size of the audit committee, audit committee diligence, and financial expertise of the audit committee members. They try to spot if any of those characteristics deferentially impact the earnings political theory.

Sanad, Shiwakoti and Kukreja, (2019) additionally realize that the audit committee diligence has no impact on earnings ideology. Alam, Ramachandran, and Nahomy, (2020) examined the impact of the Board characteristics, chief Executive officer’s (CEO) power, and law supervising on earnings management (EM) inside typical and Islamic banks. Results of study area unit vital in deliberating that the word ‘Islamic’ should not be used just as a profit manifestation. However instead should promote a value-based business, that successively may guarantee dependableness and property. Lestari, and Hanifah, (2020) mentioned the impact of company governance (CG) and money holdings (CH) on earnings quality and also the implication on firm price. They anticipate that earnings quality mediates the impact of CG and CH on firm price. However, Banks with sensible CG have lower earnings quality, and banks with high CH show higher earnings quality. Solely CG that features a vital result on firm price with negative direction. They didn't realize the mediating result from each variable. Elsiddig Ahmed, (2020) examined the operationalize monetary coverage quality in terms of the qualitative characteristics (QCs) as declared by the accounting and auditing organization of monotheism monetary establishments (AAOIFI) standards. Yet on investigating their association with earnings quality (EQ) and banking performance. However, there's no important relationship between combining weight and comprehensibility and there's a big negative relationship between combining weight and comparison. Moreover, they found a significant positive relationship between combining weight and ROA on one hand, combining weight and ROE on the opposite. Ibrahim, Mansor, and Ahmad, (2020) examined the internal audit committee is chargeable for the link between company audited account and actual financial gain management of Nigerian listed non-financial firms. The survey results show that internal audit the committee mediates the link between the company's audited account and actual revenue management. The analysis showed audit fees and complete auditors have a positive impact on the standard of financial gain, whereas the audit tenure is a smaller amount effectively forestall actual profit manipulation. The survey results conjointly showed that the corporate found to be tiny in size and advantage laid low with the standard of financial gain have to be compelled to place nice stress on mistreatment the independence of the higher-up audit committee among non-financial firms listed in the African country. Flayyih, Ali, and Mohammed, (2018) have study the results of the board of administrators, the audit committee, and concentration possession as company governance mechanisms in managing results. They examined additionally to analyze the role of audit quality within the partnership between company governance and revenue management of banks listed on the Iraqi securities market. The findings showed that the audit has a bearing on the five
parameters thought underneath the results of company governance in earnings management. Jessica, (2020) mentioned the influence of company characteristics and sensible governance characteristics of the behavior of profit management. The investigation finds that the firm options will intensify earnings management behavior considerably. On the opposite hand, in sensible company condition governance characteristics solely the auditor of the massive four important. Yasser and Soliman, (2018) examined to see the impact of the standard of the audit on earnings management in insurance firms with special thought of accruals and performance measures of earnings manipulations mistreatment insurance firms in Nigeria. The result shows that the standard of the audit had a major impact on earnings management. Almarayeh, Aibar-Guzmán, and Abdullahat, (2020) examined if its bound audit quality attributes are capable of limiting earnings management. In an exceedingly developing country, the findings are according to the expectation that in rising countries external audits could perform otherwise. Then in Anglo-Saxon and Western Europe with relevancy its role in limiting profit management and indicates that given the institutional surroundings in Jordan, the dimensions of the auditor and the audit fees don’t have a significant impact on earnings management. Alareeni, (2018) this study to determine whether firms listed in GCC countries; follow earnings management (EM). What is more, the impact of a collection of the particular characteristics of the corporate square measure examined within the EM practices. The results show that company size and leverage have a negligible impact on rising market practices within the GCC countries. Company losses have an effect on rising markets in GCC countries except for Bahrain. This is often additional proof confirming that almost all GCC countries square measure concerned in EM and follow earning management through decreasing financial gain discretion accumulations.

Amrah, and Obaid, (2019) examined the connection between company governance effectiveness and money reportage quality among family and non-family owned firms within the country of Asian countries. The empirical results indicate that the association between company governance effectiveness and its financial reportage quality is positive and vital for each, the complete sample furthermore, because the non-family corporations. However, this relationship seems to be weaker for family-owned corporations. Baatwah, Salleh, and Ahmad, (2018) mentioned exploring the distinctive setting of Oman with relevancy audit quality. Additionally, they measure the standard of an audit by examining whether or not big-four audit companies and trade specialist auditors have a job in raising the standard of the audit. They found the various from previous studies as a result of it’s the primary to comprehensively examine audit quality during a distinctive setting the gulf cooperation council (GCC). Also, it extends our understanding of the role of religiousism in audit quality. Lassoued, Attia, and Sassi, (2018) this study examines to check earnings management between typical and Islamic banks and look at whether or not possession structure affects earnings management within the industry of rising markets. As the result, institutional homeowners encourage earnings management in Islamic banks and State participation will increase earnings management in typical banks. Finally, family homeowners scale back this observe in each sort of bank. HassanOMER, Aljaaidi, and Habtoor, (2020) prompt to research the link of board quality, audit quality, and audit report lag on firm performance of factory-made Saudi's listed firms. The framework of the study is developed supported the predictions of agency theory and resource dependence theory that board quality, audit quality, and audit report lag area unit related to the firm performance. This study proposes that they ought to emphasize a lot on enhancing the role and therefore the quality of their board of administrators and therefore the audit quality problems, as this sweetening could influence their performance. Awadallah, (2020) they have study recent world monetary scandals that have a diode to a variety of investigations into the effectiveness of company governance. Though proof exists from developed economies, terribly scanty studies are conducted in rising economies wherever company governance is simply evolving. The results additionally indicate that institutional investors and social control possession don't have any important impact on audit quality. Also, the dimensions of the corporate, together with business complexity and leverage are poignant audit quality.

The relationship between Internal Auditing Quality and Earning Management

Putra, and FitoMela, (2019) found that the high audit quality will increase informative earnings management and decrease opportunistic earnings management. Jordan, et al., (2010) findings suggest that audit quality significantly restricts management’s attempts at roundup earnings per share. Oyebamiyi (2020) the research found that audit quality had an inverse and significant impact on earnings management practices among listed firms in Nigeria. Inyah and Prasetyo (2021) the study found that there is a significant negative impact on the auditor's specialization moderated by the audit board with earnings management. Tajudeen (2020) this study found that audit quality has a significant effect on the earnings management of listed manufacturing firms in Nigeria. Rahmawati, (2020) the findings of this study showed that audit quality has a positive and significant effect on earnings management in Indonesia. Elghuweel et al., (2017) this study found a significant positive relationship between internal audits and effective company governance.

Alareeni, (2018) the results of the study mentioned that offer a transparent image of the sort of earning management practices in GCC countries. Flayyih et al., (2018) findings showed that the audit has a bearing on the five parameters thought about underneath the findings of corporate governance in earnings management. Yasser and Soliman, (2018) the result show that the quality of the audit had a significant effect on earnings management. Widagdo, Rahmawati, Murni, Wulandari, and Agustinningsih, (2021) they found that the audit quality had a significant impact on the behavior of earnings management. Thus, the hypothesis developed is:

H1: A positive relation between internal auditing quality and earning management.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This is a cross-sectional study using quantitative methods, in which quantitative data is collected through ancillary data. The dependent variable in this study was the earning management in the company’s annual reports. In this study, the sample size will be 80 companies from two sectors (Industrial and Service) we select this two sectors because it is very important in Oman. The industrial sector is taken into account as one of the most engines of economic and social development within the Sultanate of Oman because it is one of the foremost vital means that of achieving economic diversification and property development. Additionally, the services sector plays an important role within the promising fashionable Omani economy. Therefore, the development of sectors is an important component in achieving the micro-foundations of wealth creation and economic development of the Sultanate of Oman. So, manufacturing and service activities have become an essential component in achieving high efficient growth, and is necessary to determine which should be invested and developed further. A more efficient manufacturing sector can be formulated by the use of knowledge, technology, and physical capital which outcome in achieving a much efficient service sector (Al-Mawali, Al-Lawati, & Ananda, 2019). This is often necessary to extend investment, non-oil exports, and also the aggressiveness of Oman. The analysis units of this study were the annual reports of the companies listed on the Muscat Securities Market (MSM). Industrial firms and service firms for the year 2019. The annual report has been used extensively to test the company’s benefit earning management.

Measurement of Variables

The current study utilized a specific of measurements in order to measure its chosen variables that lie in internal auditing quality and earning management. The explanation of all variable in this table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audit Fees</td>
<td>AF</td>
<td>The log Percentage of the amount paid as audit fees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit Committee Meetings</td>
<td>AC-M</td>
<td>The variable was measured through the number of annual meeting the committee hold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit Committee Size</td>
<td>AC-Z</td>
<td>The number of audit committee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earning Management</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>It is measured in absolute terms of residual (estimated maturities) using the Jones adjustment form by (Dechow et al. 1995; Bala, &amp; Kumai, 2015).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Earning Management Measurement: The study variables consist of a dependent variable which is earnings which is the quality of earnings measured by discretionary accruals using the modified Jones model by Dechow et al. (1995). This was done by performing the analysis in two stages- first extracting the residues from the modified Jones form and then running the regression using the study model. Also, The independent variables internal audit quality, audit committee meetings, and audit committee size.

Industrial Sector (Descriptive Statistics)

Based on the results of the descriptive statistics, the dependent variable, which is earning management, displayed that the level of earning management was 3.094 showing the average of earning management, with a standard deviation of 1.770. Furthermore, the minimum and maximum values indicated that EM is 0.800 and 6.980 respectively. Also, the descriptive analysis for determinants shows that audit quality has an average of 3.517 with a standard deviation of 1.822; the audit committee meetings have an average of 5.125 with a standard deviation of 2.027; the audit committee size has an average of 5.225 with a standard deviation of 1.768.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Standard-D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Audit Quality</td>
<td>3.517</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>7.700</td>
<td>1.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit Committee Meetings</td>
<td>5.125</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>2.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit Committee Size</td>
<td>5.225</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>1.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>3.094</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>6.980</td>
<td>1.770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discriminant Validity

In PLS for testing the discriminant validity, there are standards applied. The square root of each AVE for each construct should have a high correlation level as well as the opposite constructs. Thus, to manage discriminant validity, as mentioned by Fornell & Larcker (1981), the square root of every construct in its AVE has got to be compared versus the constructs’ correlations for all different constructs.

![Table 3: Discriminant Validity Constructs](image)

Structural-model analysis conducted was done once analysis the measuring model and it’s passed all criteria. An associate examination of the determination coefficient (R²) is completed. During this work, a variable that is that the endogenous show to own R² value 0.505, 0.463. Earning management (substantial) suggesting that 50%, 46% of the variance in earning management will be explained by the predictors: (Internal Audit Quality, Audit Committee Meeting, and Audit Committee Size). So, the current work greatly meets the quality.

![Table 4: Explanation of the Variance](image)

Service Sector (Descriptive Statistics)

Based on the results of the descriptive statistics, the dependent variable, which is earning management of the company, showed that the level of earning management was 3.694 representing the average of earning management, with a standard deviation of 1.919. Furthermore, the minimum and maximum values indicated that earning management is 1.050 and 7.630 respectively. Also, the descriptive analysis for determinants shows that internal audit quality has an average of 3.675 with a standard deviation of 1.774; the audit committee meetings have an average of 5.361 with a standard deviation of 1.619; the audit committee size has an average of 6.222 with a standard deviation of 2.225.

![Table 5: Descriptive Statistics of variables](image)

Discriminant Validity

The square root of each AVE for each construct must have a high correlation level including other constructs. The square root of every construct in its AVE must be compared against the constructs’ correlations of all other constructs.

![Table 6: Discriminant Validity Constructs](image)
HYPOTHESIS TESTING

Table 8, reviews the results related to the hypothesis testing and finds that the majority of hypotheses are not supported (only one hypothesis supported) the result revealed that the internal auditing quality positively significant with earning management where it was $P<0.000$, $t=6.280$. This result indicates that an internal auditing quality has a significant impact on earning management. The findings showed that audit committee size negative with the significant earning management where it was $P<0.851$, $t=0.188$. This result indicates that the audit committee size has no significant impact on earning management. The result showed that audit committee meetings negatively significant with earning management where it was $P<0.157$, $t=0.1.418$. This result indicates that the audit committee meetings have no significant impact on earning management.

Table 8: Path Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Origin Sample Mean (M)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>T Statistics (O/STDEV)</th>
<th>P Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC-M -&gt; EM</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>1.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-Z -&gt; EM</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAQ -&gt; EM</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>6.280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Significance levels: *** $P < 0.001$ ($t > 3.33$), ** $p < 0.01$ ($t > 2.33$), * $p < 0.05$ ($t > 1.605$)

Table 9, reviews the results for hypothesis testing and finds that the majority of the hypotheses are not supported (Support only one hypothesis) the results presented that the internal auditing quality positively significant with earning management where it was $P<0.003$, $t=3.017$. This result indicates that the internal auditing quality has a positive impact on earning management. The findings showed that audit committee size negative with the significance with earning management where it was $P<0.752$, $t=0.317$. This result indicates that the audit committee size has no significant impact on earning management. The results showed that audit committee meetings negatively significant with earning management where it was $P<0.549$, $t=0.600$. This result indicates that the audit committee meetings have no significant impact on earning management.

Table 9: Path Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Origin Sample Mean (M)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>T Statistics (O/STDEV)</th>
<th>P Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC-M -&gt; EM</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-Z -&gt; EM</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAQ -&gt; EM</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>3.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Significance levels: *** $P < 0.001$ ($t > 3.33$), ** $p < 0.01$ ($t > 2.33$), * $p < 0.05$ ($t > 1.605$)

IMPACT OF INTERNAL AUDITING QUALITY ON EARNING MANAGEMENT

The basic key of this study to determine the relationship between internal auditing quality and earning management in the Muscat Securities Market in the Sultanate of Oman. Subsequently, the research aims to analyze and perceive the impact of internal auditing quality on earning management in Oman. Within the previous literature review, this analysis determines 3 variables that influence the earning management were the independent variables that area unit internal auditing quality (Internal Audit Quality, Number of Audit Committee Meeting, and Audit Committee Size). From all freelance variables that area unit is known, hypotheses were fashioned to inquire regarding the target. The analysis used quantitative knowledge to be obtained from two sectors. A total of 80 out of 116 firms (industrial sector and service sector) were with success collected during this research.

One of the independent variables associated with internal auditing quality and earning management is audit quality. In the industrial sector, the results show a positive link between internal audit quality and earning management ($p<0.05$, $t=6.280$). This indicates that the earning management is significantly influenced by internal audit quality, it implies that the audit committee has done adequate internal audit quality, while an inadequate number of auditing reports implies a lack of auditors involvement to conduct or report audit findings. Therefore, the association of quality audits with monitoring earning management and will ensure stakeholders’ confidence remain high. Also, in the services sector show a significant positive among the internal audit quality and earning management ($p<0.05$, $t=3.017$), the hypothesis is supported in both sectors. This fact indicates that the increase in audit quality will affect increase the control of earning management in Omani-listed firms. This finding is related to the previous study of Elghuweel et al., (2017) as found a
big positive relationship between internal audit and effective internal control tools. Also, in another study done by Yasser and Soliman, (2018) the result shows that the quality of the audit had a significant effect on earnings management.

The results show a negative insignificant link between the audit committee meeting and earning management. In industrial sector was (p<0.05, t=0.1.418) and in-service sector (p<0.05, t=0.600). This finding agrees with the previous study of Gebraye et al., (2018) They mentioned that the internal audit operate is taken into account a crucial company governance mechanism to safeguard the standard of economic coverage by observance structure risks, assessing internal controls and detective work doable manipulation as a result of the internal auditor evaluates financial procedures. However, results counsel that the connection between different company governance mechanisms and financial coverage quality isn't important. Flayyih et al., (2018) The findings showed that the audit has a bearing on the five parameters thought about underneath the results of company governance in earnings management.

The findings show an insignificant and negative link between audit committee size and earning management in the industrial sector (P<0.05, t=0.188) and in-service sector (P<0.05, t=0.317), the hypothesis is not supported. This fact indicates that the if audit committee size higher, will be the control of earning management also higher in Omani-listed firms. This finding is not consistent with the previous study of Almarayeh .. et al (2020) the findings are according to the expectation that in rising countries audit could perform otherwise. Then in Anglo-Saxon and Western Europe with relevancy its role in limiting profit management and indicates that given the institutional surroundings in Jordan, the dimensions of the auditor and also the audit fees don't have a significant impact on earnings management. Also, Guo and Guan (2014) examined on the association of audit firm size and trade specialization on earnings management in China concludes that audit firm size is considerably negatively associated with earnings management, particularly for corporations with income-increasing abnormal accruals.

**Recommendation**

This study contains many recommendations for future studies. First, this study examined the direct relationship between internal auditing quality and earning management. This study deals with the direct relationship between internal audit quality and earnings management. There is a lack of previous research that studies the impact of other variables on the relationship between the quality of internal audit and earning management, such as the quality of the audit, the audit committee, and the size of the audit committee that would help in improving administrative control over earning. Second, this study recommends conducting future analysis to check the connection between internal audit quality and internal control earning through alternative variables such as skills, knowledge, and other competencies that auditors need to perform their responsibilities. Third, future researchers should examine the relationship between the quality of internal audit and its control over earning management in depth by adding new variables such as transparency and risk. This study also recommends that there be full disclosure of all financial reports and data on the Muscat Securities Market in all service, industrial, and banking sectors. Fourthly, a Study of the relationship between internal audit quality and joint management control results showed that company owners have expressed independence and scope of work in performing internal auditing, and internal auditors considered that cooperation between internal audit processes is limited, and it appeared to be more positive about cooperation and of high quality. Fifth, the internal audit has objectivity, competence, and experience in administrative operations, and it has important factors that affect the accreditation decision, and internal audit has a common relationship in management that it lies in professionalism and independence. Sixth, the relationship focuses on having an impact on data, independence and accounting experience in auditing have a complementary effect on internal audit relationships and management companies, and independence is linked more with the experience of accountants to being independent of audit issues.

**CONCLUSION**

The main objective of this research is to examine the relationship between internal auditing quality and earning management to improve the profitability of companies in the Sultanate of Oman. This research used three independent variables (internal audit quality, number of committee meetings, and audit committee size) to measure the impact of audit quality on earnings management. The data in this study were collected from industrial and service companies, whose sample size was 80 companies (industrial companies 40, service companies 40) and includes 80 companies in the Muscat Securities market. This study chose the two sectors because they are the most exploited and guaranteed compared to other companies, where we combined the two companies and they are among the strong options that give noticeable progress and play an important and exceptional role, and therefore companies can compete strongly in the country of Oman, and the studies of analysis of companies included in the Muscat Securities market and the use of profits in industrial companies and services was monitored.

The results and statistics of the companies were viewed by searching for results (Internal Audit Quality, Audit Committee Meetings, Audit Committee size) the validity between companies was tested, the criteria applied and a high correlation level was built in the companies to deal with the distinct validity. Also, hypotheses and results emerged to us, positive and negative for the earning management of the companies. Positive results have a great impact on the company, and negative results do not affect the audit of the company only slightly.

This study found that the internal audit quality has shown a positive impact on earning management in sectors (Industrial and Service) that listed companies Sultanate of Oman. Also, this study showed there's a negative and insignificant link between an audit board meeting and earning management. As well as this analysis unconcealed there's a negative and vital link between audit committee size and earning management. The research provides an understanding
of firms may be affected differently in terms of content, and the quality of the company may increase with an increase in focus on (Internal Audit Quality, Audit Committee Meetings, Audit Committee size) which becomes of great impact in terms of its relevance (Earning management) and which appear positively and represent standards resulting in high positive results in auditing. Auditing has a foundation and effectiveness on distinguishing companies, and studies may have a radical change by extracting models of important interest and high quality and being independent.
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